We’re Back . . . Indulge with Us!

L’ulu
LEEWARD CULINARY ARTS GALA

SATURDAY, MAY 6, 2023
6:00PM – 9:00 PM
THE COURTYARDS | LEEWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

featuring “Jazz under the Stars” — an exciting lineup of jazz sets led by Noel Okimoto and Dean Taba

A Feast For the Senses!
Savor the delectable cuisines of Hawai’i’s finest chefs ...discover an array of wines, beers, spirits, and specialty coffees & teas. Surrender to the smooth jazz stylings of exceptional entertainment while feasting on the great finds at our silent auction.

L'ulu is the pivotal community event for Leeward’s Culinary Arts Program and an annual opportunity to support Hawai’i’s culinary students and leaders of Hawai’i’s food sustainability initiatives.

The chefs partner with island farmers, ranchers, food producers and fishermen as they provide diners with products that are fresh, local, and as diverse as our islands themselves.

General Admission Grazing | $175

Scan the QR code to purchase tickets on EventBrite.com:

For assistance, contact Fabi Castellano
(808) 455-0300, fabiola@hawaii.edu

The Restaurants & Chefs

Aulani, A Disney Resort & Spa
Scott D. Toner, Carolyn Portuondo

Basalt
Maelani Iokepa

Feast by Jon Matsubara
Jon Matsubara

Fête
Robynne Maii

Four Seasons Resort O'ahu at Ko Olina
Michael Arnot

Halekulani Hotel
Shaden Sato

La Vie at The Ritz Carlton Residences Waikiki Beach
Eric Oto

Mariposa
Lance Kosaka

Roy’s Ko Olina
Darryl Shinogi

Sansei Seafood Restaurant & Sushi Bar
DK Kodama

The Pearl
Chris Garnier

The Pig and the Lady
Andrew Le, Kristene Moon

Tiki's Grill & Bar
Ronnie Nasuti